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Site specific Multi-disciplinary Tumor Boards play a pivotal role in the provision of high quality comprehensive cancer care. This dictum was thoroughly validated via a number of studies conducted across the world. In our region, our team of cancer carers came forward and we have tried to establish site specific Multi-disciplinary Teams in various institutes of the country and region. As expected, many hurdles of varied nature were encountered by our team and we are still traveller of this journey which we have started on voluntary basis. Site specific teams conduct this activity and maintain quality of these boards [1].

Our multi-disciplinary Tumor Boards are constantly evolving. Starting off with general tumor boards to the development of site specific tumor boards to the use of videoconferencing [2], the MDT tumor board process is continuously been refined to improve the contribution it provides to the cancer care process.

A positive change in clinical practice is being observed and documented across the globe. Though now well established in many parts of the world for decades, in Pakistan we are in the phase of establishment of this activity and published data is scarce [3]. Without much to go by it may be safe to say that generally, the incorporation of these meetings at hospitals providing cancer care is still a work in progress. The fresh blood entering the health care system from medical colleges provides an opportunity to improve this current state.

The scientific evidence shows that MDT tumor boards have been shown to alter management decisions [4] and reduce costs [5]. The success of MDT tumor boards depends on the active and efficient participation of clinicians and effective management by hospital administration to make them productive, taking into account the time and effort that is needed to be put in [6]. A study from the United Kingdom identified participation of key members, provision of description of patient related factors, use of proforma or checklist and patient selection for discussion as important considerations for a successful MDT tumor board [7]. Another study in Canada presented more administrative support, introduction of billing and videoconferencing as suggestions to improve meetings [8]. Studies have also shown that identifying areas of weakness and subsequent measures of intervention can have a positive impact. The University of Colorado Hospital using the multidisciplinary model has been able to successfully establish multiple site specific clinics where patients have all their required tests, cases discussed and meet the specialists involved all within a period of one to two days [9].

Centers around the world continue to improve the multi-disciplinary process to gain more benefit from it and improve the standard of care for their cancer patients we continue to lag behind. We hope to see MDT tumor boards established in all institutes of Pakistan where cancer care is being provided [10].

Practice change requires thorough critical appraisal of contemporary scientific evidence. We are living in the era of rapid technological advancement. Nowadays, offering best management to our cancer patients is still a complex challenge where all avenues of potential benefit must be fully assessed. Multi-disciplinary Tumour (MDT) tumour board tumor boards provide one such avenue. They have been shown not only to alter disease management, but also improve patient survival [11]. Not only being of benefit to the patient, it also provides experience to specialists on how to combine treatments along with being a valuable teaching tool for medical students and junior doctors’ alike [12].

Across the world MDT tumour board meetings have been shown to yield clinically beneficial outcomes. A study conducted in the UK showed 3 year survival jump from 58% to 66% in patients with Duke C stage colorectal cancer by introduction of the MDT [13] tumor board while a study in Australia showed a mean improvement in survival in patients with inoperable non-small cell lung cancer from 205 days to 280 days, when compared with cases discussed in an MDT tumour board meeting with those that were not [14]. Thus showing benefit regardless of place or specialty. These meetings are gradually being conducted by centers treating cancer patients in Pakistan and statistics released by the ‘City Tumour Board (CTB) Karachi’ showed 264 cases being presented between March 2010 and March 2012 with the initial treatment management plan being changed in 70% of cases [15]. Along with improving decision making and outcomes, they have shown to drastically decrease the cost of treatment. Establishment of the University of Michigan Multi-disciplinary Melanoma Clinic (UM-MDMC) saved third party payers roughly $1600 per patient by improving the
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way resources were used [16]. The reduced cost is of exceptional importance in places such as Pakistan where it is a major limiting factor in the delivery of effective treatment options.

Developing countries will not be able to develop same high standards of comprehensive cancer care if they would fail to establish site specific multi-disciplinary teams in their countries. While, advising our colleagues on the establishment of these multi-disciplinary boards we recommended the frequency of weekly boards with a full back up of a committee overseeing its quality standards and a mechanism of robust monitoring. Introduction of quality indicators and full auditing is obviously not possible in non-mandatory processes, therefore, it is now high time, to develop these site specific boards as a compulsory activity embedded as an essential component of every cancer carers job role and job description.

Comprehensive cancer care and management requires a well-planned strategy. At planning stage all areas of potential benefit are being explored by health care providers. Establishment of site specific Multi-Disciplinary Team (MDT) tumor boards is an important integral component of patient centered plan [17] of service development worldwide [18] across all disciplines which are involved in oncological treatment [19, 20].

The dictum postulating that Tumor Board saves lives of cancer patients is a validated narrative and we hope that site specific multi-disciplinary tumor boards will be established in all healthcare facilities which are providing care to cancer patients.
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